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Economic Policy 2012-2013

Chapter 3
Budgetary policy

“A national debt, if it is not excessive, will be to us a
national blessing.”

Alexander Hamilton, 1781

“Votre Directeur des finances, sire, vous induit en erreur.
Dès que l’Etat emprunte des sommes dont ses revenus

actuels ne peuvent même pas payer les intérêts,
l’impôt existe, soit qu’on le déclare ou non. Il faudra

donc imposer réellement un jour, pour se procurer le
gage de l’emprunt fait aujourd’hui.”

Mirabeau, 1787
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Outline

3.1 Issues
• Concepts and measurement
• Lessons from history
3.2 Theories
• Demand-side effects
• Public debt sustainability
• International dimensions
3.3 Policies
• Rules and principles for fiscal policy
• Fiscal policy in the euro area
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Concepts & measurement

Fiscal policy = budgetary policy ≠ tax policy

Budget balance concepts
- Central government /general government
- Financial /primary balance
- Headline/structural balance
- Automatic stabilisers/discretionary policy

Debt concepts
- Stocks and flows
- Debt-deficity dynamics
- Gross debt / net position
- Financial/ implicit liabilities

- Direct / contingent liabilities

Which government?
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Government balance, 2010, in percent of GDP
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Definitions

• Financial balance (aka net lending) =
primary balance - net interest payments (on the debt)

• Financial (aka headline) balance =
cyclical balance + cyclically-adjusted balance =
cyclical balance + structural balance

• Financial balance =
cyclical primary balance + structural primary balance - interest payments
on the debt

• Financial balance =
cyclical primary balance + one-off operations + underlying primary balance
– net interest payments (on the debt)
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Financial and primary balances
of the euro area
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Source: OECD Economic Outlook
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Why measure structural deficits?

• Headline balances do not distinguish discretionary impulses from
automatic stabilisers, they are therefore misleading indicators of the
stance of fiscal policy

• To base policy on headline balances leads to wrong decisions

• Hence the structural (cyclically-adjusted balance)

where ε is an estimated elasticity

• In recent years policy principles have increasingly relied on structural
concepts and indicators (2005 reform of the European Stability and
Growth Pact, 2012 Treaty on Stability, Cooperation and Governance)
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Cyclical component explains large part of short-
term variations of headline balance
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Budget balances of the euro area, 1980-2011
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Budgetary policy is often procyclical
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Cyclical conditions and budgetary stance in the euro area, 1999-2010

2010

2000

New EU framework relies extensively on
structural balances

Legislation Medium-term objective (MTO) Minimum adjustment effort
(in case of deviation from MTO)

Treaty (1992) No No

SGP #1 (1997) Budget close to balance or in surplus No

SGP #2 (2005) Country-specific MTOs defined in
structural terms.
Target deficit has to be below 1 per
cent of GDP.
Deviations allowed if resulting from
events outside control or structural
reforms.

Minimum structural adjustment 0.5
per cent of GDP per year.

TSCG (2012)
[plus six-pack]

Target deficit below 0.5% of GDP,
Exception in case of aggregate
economic downturn.
Possibility of financial sanctions.

Same plus additional adjustment for
high-debt countries.
Possibility of financial sanctions.
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Source: Adapted from Marzinotto and Sapir (2012)
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Problems (1): Output gap is measured with
considerable uncertainty
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Evolution of Commission estimate of 2007 output gap for the euro area
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Problems (2): Tax elasticities are not time-invariant
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Euro-area tax-elasticity with respect to GDP

Source: AMECO (April 2009)
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Result: Big variations in estimates of the
structural balance
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Commission estimates of the 2007 primary structural balances of Ireland and Spain

Implications

• Structural balances increasingly in use in policy – e.g.:
– EU
– German “debt brake”
– British “fiscal mandate”

• But new body of research highlights that they provide very
unreliable indicators for measuring fiscal stance, proposes
alternative approaches based on examination of actual tax
and expenditures decisions
– See  examples in Romer and Romer (2010), IMF (2010)
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Debt-deficit dynamics

• Public debt is a stock whereas deficit is a flow
• Basic stock-flow equation:

B = (1+i) B-1 + D

• where D is the primary deficit and B is the public debt
– (Note: this neglects capital income e.g. from state-owned companies, on forex

reserves. In practice generally negligible but not always – think of China!)
• But:

– Alternative concepts of debt (net/gross, financial/implicit)
– Stock-flow adjustments because of non-deficit increasing debts (because e.g.

nationalisations, call of guarantees, debt write-offs), valuation effects (important
for foreign-currency debt)… and creative accounting

• In practice stock-flow adjustments are biased
pisani-ferry october 2012 17

Simple but important relations

• Let us define:
– d: primary deficit as a percentage of nominal GDP,
– b: debt ratio as a percentage of nominal GDP,
– n: nominal growth rate (growth in volume + inflation),
– g: the real growth rate,
–  : the rate of inflation, and
– r: the real interest rate, we have:

• Hence n = g + , r = i - .

• The stock-flow equation implies:

• or, equivalently:
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Implications

• The debt ratio can remain constant in spite of permanent deficits
– Ex: with 80% debt ratio, 2% growth and 2% inflation, the debt-stabilising

deficit is 3.2% of GDP

• If the real interest rate exceeds the growth rate (r > g), debt stabilisation
requires a primary surplus

• There can be « deficits without tears » but only if growth is high enough
– In the 1970s many European countries had stable debt ratios in spite of high

deficits,
– But in the 1980s the rise in world interest rates forced them to move into

primary surplus territory
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Complications

• Most policy discussions (e.g. in the EU) focus on the gross
financial debt of governments

• However goverments:
– Hold assets (see e.g. controversy over Greek state asset disposal)
– Have off-balance sheet liabilities

• Present value of unfunded pensions benefits
• Cost of insurance (the state is the insurer of last resort), e.g. through the

provision of guarantees
– Recent developments show a large banking system creates a large

implicit liability
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Example (1): Pensions
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US federal government balance sheet on September 30, 2011 (USD billion)

Source: US Treasury
Non-debt liabilities

(mostly pensions) are of
the same order of

magnitude than  debt
liabilities

Example (2): Direct budgetary cost of banking crises
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Source: Laeven and Valencia (2012)
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A categorisation of government liabilities

Certain Contingent

Explicit Civil servants’ pensions Guarantees (e.g. of bank
borrowing)

Implicit Old-age dependency
expenditures

TBTF bank rescue
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Lessons from history
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US federal receips and expenditures as a percentage of GDP, 1889-2011
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Large deficits are mostly the results of wars and
crises
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Source: Bianco
Research

The US case

Since 1970 advanced countries have been in
deficit
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Public expenditure and receipts in the OECD countries

Source: OECD
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But it is now that debt is approaching historical
records
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Source: IMF WEO, Sep 2012

How high can debt be?

• Key question is how high public debt can be before a country defaults. There is no strict
economic limit (provided citizens are willing to pay taxes for a high primary surplus, a
country can service its debt)

• History does not provide clear answer either. In history debt ratios have reached 200%
of GDP or more. However defaults at lower debt level were common before the 19th
century and they remain common in developing and emerging countries.

• Reinhart, Rogoff and Savastano (2003) and Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) claim:
– That ‘debt intolerance’ can sets in at low levels of debt-to-GDP ratios ;
– That debt has negative consequences on growth already when the debt ratio reaches

90% (60% in emerging economies)

• A specific issue is how large public debt can be for a country that is part of a monetary
union. De Grauwe (2011) argues that debt in a monetary union is akin foreign-currency
debt (more on this in Part 3)
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European countries were serial defaulters until
the 20th century

pisani-ferry october 2012 29Source: Reinhart and Rogoff

Debt dynamics changes
after crossing the 100 per cent of GDP threshold
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Source: IMF, WEO Oct 2010
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The crisis has considerably added to the
debt burden

Advanced Economies: General Government Gross Debt
(Percent of GDP)
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Unprecedented fiscal gaps in advanced
economies
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3.1 Issues
• Concepts and measurement
• Lessons from history
3.2 Theories
• Demand-side effects
• Public debt sustainability
• International dimensions
3.3 Policies
• Rules and principles for fiscal policy
• Fiscal policy in the euro area
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Demand-side effects

• Keynesian multiplier (for
beginners)

• Closed-economy limits
– Slope of supply curve
– Crowding-out
– Ricardian equivalence

• Open-economy limits
– Exchange rate crowding out

pisani-ferry september 2011 34
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Effect of an expansionary fiscal policy
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Neoclassical closed-economy objections

• Distinguish objections:
a) Supply rigidity (AS curve)
b) Financial crowding out (LM curve)
c) Expectation of future taxes

• Note that (b) and (c) are contradictory
• Note that (a) and (b) are empirical

matters while (c) is based on theory

• Why 2009-10 conditions were favourable :
a) Excess supply
b) Supportive monetary policy (zero bound)
c) Very low long-term rates
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Ricardian equivalence

• Assume households leave infinitely, have full access to
financial market

• Basis: household intertemporal optimisation:

– Max                      where ρ is the discount rate

– Subject to budget constraint

• Results in

– Consumption depends on permanent income
– Consumption grows at constant rate (is constant if ρ = r).

• Bond-financed public spending leaves household budget
constraint unchanged, therefore does not affect consumption

• See Barro (1974) revisiting Ricardo (1817)
pisani-ferry september 2011 36
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Ricardian equivalence (cont’d)

• Important result, but several
caveats
– Rational expectations
– Unproductive public spending
– Perfectly functioning credit

markets
– Infinitely-lived households

• Remove one and deficit
neutrality goes

• Empirical evidence does not
confirm full Ricardian
equivalence, though partial
effects are found
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Empirics

Methodologies
• Simulations with macro models: Coenen et al. (2010)
• Reduced-form estimates (Blanchard-Perotti, 2002)
• Event analyses (Alesina-Ardagna 2010, IMF 2010)

Lessons
• Spending multipliers close to one
• Tax multipliers lower in short term, higher in long term
• Role of exchange rate regime, monetary response

Time-varying multipliers
• Theory (Corsetti et al. 2012)
• Empirical assessments (Auerbach-Gorodnichenko 2012, Blanchard-Leigh 2012)
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Macro simulations
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Multipliers depend on choice of instrument

Source: Coenen et al, 2010

High, non-linear multipliers in stressed
economic conditions
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High, positive
multiplier

High, negative
multiplier

Source: Corsetti et al., 2012
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Blanchard-Leigh evidence (controversial)
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Source: IMF WEO, Oct 2012

Public debt sustainability

• Solvency: a borrower’s ability to face its commitments
• Sustainability: policy course is compatible with future solvency
• Rather clear for private agents, less so for governments because (a) they

post no collateral and (b) they enjoy monopoly power to tax citizens

“Debt can almost always be serviced in some abstract sense, through additional taxation
and through the diversion of yet more domestic production to exports to generate

the revenue and foreign exchange needed to service the debt. But there is a political
and social, and perhaps moral, threshold beyond which policies to force these results

become unacceptable.”
J. Boorman, IMF (2002)

• Example: Ceaucescu in the 1980s
• Sustainability is forward-looking and depends on a assumptions of future

policy
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A schematic representation
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How to define sustainability?

• In a finite-horizon model terminal condition is simply that net wealth at t = T is 0

• Not true in an infinite-horizon model: you can keep on being in debt yet remain
solvent

• Need to exclude Ponzi (aka Madoff) games

• Therefore sustainability condition is that the present value of terminal debt is zero

• It is called the transversality condition
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The transversality condition

• Debt accumulation: db/dt = (r - g) b + d

Hence the debt ratio

And its present value at t = 0

• Transversality condition

• It implies
Initial debt Present value of future

surpluses

pisani-ferry september 2011
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Empirical implementation

• Let d = x + h – t
where x: expenditures, h: transferts, t :  taxes

• Sustainability implies:

• t * - t is the tax gap. A positive tax gap implies policy is unsustainable

• Blanchard (1984) provides a model of slow tax adjustment where too high a tax
gap results in default

• Ostry et al. (2010) provide empirical implementation

• Tax gap is a misnomer. There can be either higher taxes or lower spending in the
future.
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Sustainability indicators:
the European Commission approach
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Source: European Commission (2009)

Situation in 2009
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Source: European Commission (2009)
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Medium term implications

• “ For several countries,
the required primary
balance is so large that it
is socially and politically
unrealistic to reach and
sustain; they are well
above the largest primary
surpluses ever recorded
in any EU Member State”

European Commission
(2009)
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The special case of EMU countries

• Crisis illustrates budgetary vulnerability of euro-area
members:
– Greece, Ireland, Portugal
– Spain, Italy

• Why?
• Key differences with stand-alone countries

– Central bank cannot come to the rescue
– Therefore borrowing in euros is analytically equivalent to borrowing in

foreign currency
– Subject to self-fulfilling crises: Italy solvent at 3 per cent interest rate,

insolvent at 8 per cent interest rate
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On the agenda

• Limitations of standard indicators
– Deterministic
– Ignore contingent liabilities
– Ignore market reactions
– Ignore non-linearities

• Need for better indicators to measure policy risk, assess
probability of default
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International dimensions

• Mundell-Flemming: fiscal policy effectiveness depends on exchange-rate
regime (and capital mobility)

pisani-ferry september 2011 52

High capital mobility Low capital mobility

Floating exchange rates Ineffective or not very
effective Effective

Fixed exchange rates Effective Not very effective

Short-term effectiveness of budgetary policy
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Mundell-Flemming: Floating Exchange Rates

• Assume perfect capital mobility
and static expectations

• Internal balance determined by
i=i* and money market equilibrium

• Good market equilibrium
determines the exchange rate

• Budgetary policy only impacts the
exchange rate

• Monetary policy is ineffective

Y

i

i*

IS

LM

EE
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Budgetary expansion

• IS moves to IS’
• But at point B the higher interest

rate induces capital inflows
• Exchange rate appreciation moves

the IS’ schedule back to IS
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Mundell-Flemming: fixed exchange rates

• Internal balance determined by
i=i* and goods market equilibrium

• Variations in the stock or reserves
make money supply endogenous

• Budgetary policy is very effective
(no crowding out)

• Monetary policy is ineffective

Y

i

i*

IS

LM

EE

Two-countries case
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Asset market spillovers

• Less standard, more important channel of transmission
through:
– Correlation of bond prices
– Correlation of equity prices
– Cost of funding of global banks

• As fiscal policy affects domestic bond and equity prices,
spillover can be important if financial markets are integrated
internationally

• These channels are ignored in standard macro models as
there is no good theory to account for them

pisani-ferry september 2011 57

IMF estimates of impact of shock to bond yields
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IMF estimates of impact of shock to equity
prices
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Implications for US fiscal spillovers

pisani-ferry september 2011 60Source: IMF US spillover report, 2011
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Debt crisis contagion

• Euro-area crisis highlights spillovers from default threats
• Channels :

– Bank fragility
– Sustainability assessment
– ECB response

pisani-ferry september 2011 61

3.1 Issues
• Concepts and measurement
• Lessons from history
3.2 Theories
• Demand-side effects
• Public debt sustainability
• International dimensions
3.3 Policies
• Rules and principles for fiscal policy
• Fiscal policy in the euro area
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Rules and principles

• Budgetary policy was traditionally discretionary
• However increasing reliance on rules to:

– Improve predictability
– Address political failures
– Improve credibility vis-à-vis markets
– Organise coordination

• European Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) and new European TSCG treaty
are examples

• Current discussions in Europe
– Implementation of new treaty
– National fiscal rules and institutions

pisani-ferry september 2011 63

More and stricter rules

More rules.. …stricter rules
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Source: IMF, Fiscal Monitor April 2012
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What is a good rule?

The good rule according to Kopits and Symansky (1998):
• a clear definition,
• transparent public accounts,
• simplicity,
• flexibility – in particular regarding the capacity to react to

exogenous shocks–,
• policy relevance in view of the objectives pursued,
• capacity of implementation with possibility of sanctioning non-

observance,
• consistency with the other objectives and rules of public policies,
• accompanied by other effective policies

pisani-ferry september 2011 65

Many rules in practice

• Headline deficit rules (à la Maastricht)
• Golden rule (Germany before reform)
• Structural deficit rules (TSCG)
• Debt rules (UK under Blair/Brown)
• Spending rules (France)
• Procedural rules
Enforcement very uneven

pisani-ferry september 2011 66
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Example: The British 1998-2008 rule RIP

• Two planks
– Golden rule (no borrowing for

current spending)
– Sustainable investment rule

(debt ratio 40% over the cycle)
• Two problems:

– Who determined what is the
cycle?

– How were contingent liabilities
taken into account?

• Did not survive the crisis
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UK debt ratio

Example: The new German rule
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Source: BMF
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Fiscal policy in the euro area

pisani-ferry october 2012 Source: BAML

French stability programmes projections of the fiscal balance

The new European fiscal rules
(1) The Six-Pack (preventive arm)

pisani-ferry october 2012 70

Credits to Lucio Pench http://www.etla.fi/wp-content/uploads/161012_Pench.pdf
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The new European fiscal rules
(2) The Six-Pack (corrective arm)

pisani-ferry october 2012 71Credits to Lucio Pench http://www.etla.fi/wp-content/uploads/161012_Pench.pdf

The new European fiscal rules
(3) The TSCG

pisani-ferry october 2012 72Credits to Lucio Pench http://www.etla.fi/wp-content/uploads/161012_Pench.pdf
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